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Introduction
Initial Target

Brain MRI Specific Problems

Automatic identification of anatomic structures from a
Brain MRI volume.

Method overview

Low contrast at most structures
edges requires the use of a PDM
shape model for constraining
delineation.

We need automatic methods for:
• 3D PDM building.
• structure delineation using 3D PDM.

sample MRI slice
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Establishing a 3D PDM demands:

Slice 66

• a training set of 3D instances of structure of interest.
• the relevant annotation of each instance by corresponding
landmarks.
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Anatomical structures

Associated gradient image (Sobel)

3D PDM Building of Brain MRI Anatomical Structures
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(active contours)
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Brain MRI database +

Anatomical atlas

(b)

• Brains pre-alignment
• Atlas projection

(rigid registration, AIR 5). (b to c)

(warp registration, AIR 5). (c to d)

(c)

• Visual quality check.
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Automatic Landmarking Overview
A Simplex-minimization framework considering many training set annotation
hypotheses and converging to the most relevant in evaluating the quality of each
derived PDM (Davies et al.[2], Kildeby et al.[3]).
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Polygonal transformation

reference MRI

(AIR 5)

cortex segmentation
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Rough estimates of structures
contours obtained via Atlas warp
registration [1]
Warp
registration

Patient MRI database

Structure Estimation through Atlas Registration
A priori information about
structure countour geometry
and localization
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(d to e, f)

(e)

(marching cubes & decimation, VTK).

Step 1: generate sphere
landmarkings with few
simplex parameters

Step 2: backproject current
landmarks to structure

(f)

Surfacic structures
training sets

(e, f)

(g)

(rigid Iterative Closest Point registration, VTK).

• Reference triangle selection.

(h)

(h)

• Automatic landmarking (SM2 API [3]).
(g to i)

Sphere reparameterization by
cumulative distribution fonction
of Cauchy Kernels.

•

Spherical mapping of each structure optimizing
angle & area preservation .

Step 3: quantify the quality of current PDM via a Minimum
Description Length-based objective function.

(i)

Landmarked
structures
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(e to g)

picture from Dr.
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• Structures pre-alignement

(i, j)
MDL(PDM) = MDL( mean shape ) + MDL(significant modes ) + MDL( residual modes )
(j)

s tructures pre-alignement

Results

(rigid Procrustes, VTK).

Mode 1

• Covariance matrix
• PCA

(k)

Inferred PDMs raise
consistent distinct
variation modes for
structures of interest .

(k)

Mode 2

PDM models of
structures

Mean models +
modes & amplitudes
of variation

Perspectives: Structure Segmentation from Brain MRI using 3D PDMs
Step 1: Projecting mean model into patient MRI coordinates
Anatomical
atlas

Mean shape

• Volumetric estimate of
structure position through
atlas warp registration.
• Conversion from volume
to a discrete mesh

Patient MRI

Estimated
structure
positions

(marching cubes & decimation)

Model projection in MRI image
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Step 2: Adapting mean model to patient MRI image

• alignment of mean
model to resulting
estimate (ICP)

Iterative adjustment of
each landmark along
its normal
• matching learned graylevel profile onto MRI.
• move constrained by
fuzzy distance field.

picturef r o m Dr. Nicolae Duta

• move constrained by
anatomical tissue
likelyhoods.
• global shape regulation
through the PDM.
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